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Chapter 13
Basic survey data analysis
using survey instruments



General comments about each of the three survey instruments

The general software is easy to use since the variable indicating each of the three
survey instruments is only needed to tell, and then to run the program. If any of these
is missing, this ‘box’ has not been needed to fill in, and the program runs correctly.

(i) Survey weights

The purpose is to select the weights that are most advanced as explained in Chapter
11. For developing these weights the auxiliary variables both from micro and macro
level have been exploited as well as possible, including the calibration to those margins
that are accurate enough and useful for the users. It should be carefully checked
whether to use the analysis weights or the ordinary sampling weights. This because,
the software packages do not necessarily work correctly in all cases. This does not
concern averages or other basic estimates but more complex estimates including
standard errors and design effects.



(ii) Explicit stratification

The number of explicit strata should not such that there are too little primary
sampling units (PSU) and respondents respectively to get estimates reliable enough.
Even tough that the minimum PSU size to estimate the variance is the two, this does
not mean that the estimates are plausible. It is better to try get much more clusters
and respondents respectively. If post-strata are created to adjust for the weights, this
variable should be used in the estimation in the same way as explicit strata.

(iii) Clusters

PSU clusters here thus are such that are used in sampling design. It is good if their
number is reasonably big. The PISA guidelines for example require that 150 schools
at minimum should be drawn in the sample. That number varies much in ESS
countries, being often higher but there are countries with a small number too. This is
more typical if the two-domain sampling design has been used so that the clusters
are only rural areas.



Example 13.1 The sampling weights vary quite much



Switzerland in which DEFFp is low but for Hungary it is fairly high.









As far as the following examples are concerned you do not need to
understand what each weight means exactly. Just to keep in mind
that if the weight name is different, the weight is different as well. In
real-life, if you do not completely understand a certain weight or
another team, you have to ask the expert who hopefully knows. If
you are convinced, just use it. If not convinced, ask again and again.
Every expert should be able to tell what the weight or another term
means. In these examples, the basic weight uses least auxiliary
information whereas propensity plus calibration uses mostly. Post-
stratification, pure propensity and pure calibration are between
these. It is expected that the estimates are less biased if more
auxiliary variables are used well. Concentrate now on differences
between estimates with various weights.















Cont. from



Multivariate linear regression with survey instruments

Multivariate Binary regression (logit or probit) with survey instruments

These or one at minimum will be learned by doing in training.


